We describe the precise relationship between the local smoothness behavior of an integrable function and the asymptotic tail behavior of its Fourier transform. This has special relevance for probability and spectral density functions with a discontinuous mth derivative. Simply stated, if the function's Fourier transform behaves asymptotically as the product of the Fourier series for a discrete complex measure and a regularly varying function, then an mth derivative of the function behaves at its discontinuities like the density of a regularly varying function. With side conditions, the converse also holds. '(;' 1991 Academtc Press. Inc. 
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This work demonstrates the precise relationship between local regular variation behavior of an integrable function and the behavior of its Fourier transform at plus/minus infinity. Specifically, let F be absolutely continuous and of bounded variation on ( -co, co), let f be its density and let ,f be its Fourier transform. For a regularly varying function s(t), as t + cc, we intend to discuss the near equivalence of statements such as for all x (1.1) and (1.2) for appropriately determined functions c, , c , d, , and dp . Our results are Abelian-Tauberian theorems of the Karamata type, by which we mean that rates of convergence are determined precisely by the regularly varying function s. [3, pp. 209, 24G-242, 336-3371) . They state that regular variation in the tail of a monotone function is equivalent to regular variation at zero of its Fourier transform. Similar results in the same papers relate regular variation of a distribution tail to its FourierStieltjes transform. A number of analogues for Fourier series may be found in papers cited by Bingham, Goldie, and Teugels 13, pp. 206-209, 237-2401, including early work of Zygmund [ 15, pp. 186-1911 . All of these results relate the behavior of a function at infinity to the transform's behavior at zero. Our results reverse the roles of function and transform.
The results of Pitman and of Soni and Soni, however, apply to special cases of ours. They suffice to show that a density on [0, co) is regularly varying at zero, when its cosine and sine Fourier transforms are monotone regularly varying functions. One implication of our results, however, is that such densities have exactly one point, namely zero, at which they vary regularly with the maximum rate. If by singularity we mean a finite value at which the density is not infinitely differentiable, then the density is relatively more smooth at all nonzero singularities than at zero.
Indeed, as this paper shows (and as (1. I ) and (1.2) suggest), integrable functions with multiple singularity points of the same order generally do not have regularly varying Fourier transforms. Rather, such a transform behaves as the product of a regularly varying function with an almost periodic function. The latter is the FourierStieltjes transform of a discrete complex measure over the set of singularities.
Before stating our results, a few comments are in order. First, other approaches are common to the problem of "smoothness." Classically, there are the results of Titchmarsh [ 14, pp. 115-l 181 (cf. also Kawata [S, p. 621) which bound the tails of the Fourier transform with a modulus of continuity. Zygmund [ 15, pp. 455471 and Kawata [S, p. 561 consider analogues for Fourier series. These results concern very general classes of functions, imposing Lipschitz-type conditions (via the modulus of continuity) which are less stringent than local regular variation. On the other hand, they are one-sided and offer less precise conclusions than do our results. Boas [2] gives a two-sided result relating Lipschitz behavior of the transform to asymptotic behavior of the function.
Another approach, familiar to probabilists, relates the existence of a finite probability distribution's moments to Lipschitz conditions on its Fourier-Stieltjes transform (Kawata [S, pp. 4194271 1) ) are examples of this and require no Tauberian conditions. On the other hand, their Abelian converses, which also use Abelian methods, require substantial side conditions. Our theorems, which are stated in the next section, can be summarized as follows. Theorem 1 is an Tauberian theorem which describes the local behavior of a function whose Fourier transform behaves asymptotically like the product of a regularly varying function and an almost periodic function. Theorem 3 is its Abelian converse. Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 are Abelian results for the special case analysed by Pitman and by Soni and Soni. Our results differ from theirs, however, by requiring a Tauberian condition on the local rather than on the asymptotic behavior and by the fact that the roles of function and transform are reversed. Corollaries 1 and 3, respectively, are the Tauberian and Abelian theorems for integrable functions with simple discontinuities.
The significance of these results has been demonstrated in other work (Cline [4] ) where we showed precisely how singularities in a probability density affect the efficiency of kernel estimators of the density. The especially intriguing result was that the mean integrated squared error of kernel estimators for a density with multiple singularities (hence with a characteristic function having an almost periodic factor) has a theoretical lower bound smaller than had previously been suggested (determined using only the regularly varying factor). Similar results may be possible in describing the efficacy of other nonparametric estimators of a density as well as nonparametric estimators of a spectral density, of a regression function and so forth.
Additionally, our results may find use in various other statistics and probability problems. Recently, Gray and Zhang [7] have described "quasi-periodic" time series, which (slightly generalized) means the correlation function behaves as the product of an almost periodic function with a regularly varying function. Our results indicate that such processes occur when the spectral density has singularities of the nature described above. These processes are noted to have "long memory" and an understanding of the relationship between spectrum and correlation may help in uncovering the statistical behavior of maxima (see, e.g., references for Berman, Rootztn, Mittal, and Ylvisacker, among others, in Leadbetter, Lindgren, and Rootzen [9] ) and of sums (references in Eberlein and Taqqu [6] ).
DEFINITIONS AND THEOREM STATEMENTS
In this section we state the major theorems and corollaries. We start with a few basic definitions. All functions are measurable and complex valued with real arguments.
If F is absolutely continuous, we generally represent its derivative with respect to Lebesgue measure by fand mth derivative by FCrn) orf'"'-'I. For F of bounded variation, the Fourier-Stieltjes transform is expressed as$ If F is of bounded variation, the notation F{x}, F(x, y], etc., expresses the corresponding complex measure of the indicated set.
Throughout the discussion, a real function r is said to be regularly varying at infinity with exponent y (r E R V ;F ) if lim r( yt)/r( t) = y?, for all y > 0.
The notation RVY denotes regular variation at zero:
Ii; r( yx)/r(x) = y;', for all y > 0.
We frequently refer to commonly known results about regularly varying functions; a suitable reference is by Bingham, Goldie, and Teugels [3] . Extending the concept, a complex function s, with real domain, belongs to RV," if for some real valued r E RV.:, lim,, z s(t)/r(t) exists. Clearly this is equivalent to assuming IsI E RV.7 and lim,,, arg(s(t)) exists. Likewise, RV; is extended to include complex functions.
We deal with complex functions which are Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of bounded discrete complex measures. Such functions are called almost periodic, although the term also applies to limits of such functions.
We will start with the Tauberian theorem which infers local behavior of F from the tail behavior off 
then FCm' exists and is continuous. Furthermore, one of the following holds.
(i) If0 < u < 1, then for every x,
In particular, if d, and d._ are constant in Theorem 1, then F is "smooth" everywhere except at 0. Although the theorem concludes that F'"' is regularly varying (from the left and right) at each singularity x,, it does not conclude that FCm' has a density near xi. If in fact F'm' has a density ,f'"' which is monotone as x approaches xj from the right (left), f 'm' is also regularly varying at x, from the right (left). Other conditions on the density may also allow such a conclusion (see, e.g., [3, p. 421) .
In part (ii) of Theorem 1, where a= 1, we see that if 0+(x} or D-(x} are not zero, then some kind of "jump" is occurring at x. The theorem, however, does not give us specific information about behavior from the right or from the left. Indeed, our Abelian theorems suggest that to determine such behavior, it is necessary that we also have Dp = (-1 )m+ ' D, . In this paper we concentrate on the simplest and most readily described behavior, namely the case where we can take s(t) = t-,+ '. This corresponds to simple discontinuities in F""+ I). To get the result, some second order behavior is also assumed. We proceed to the Abelian theorems, which requires additional smoothness for certain functions. We thus have the following definition. DEFINITION 1. Let f and Y be complex valued functions on ( -co, cc ). We say f E ZZZF if for some x0 > 0,
is bounded and integrable on [ 1, co) . Likewise, we say f E Z(ZZ')y if for some x0 > 0,
is bounded and integrable on [ 1, cc ).
We also say that a sequence of functions f; are uniformly members of ZZZF (Z(ZZ')f) if the corresponding qlj(qzj) may be uniformly bounded by a bounded integrable function.
The class ZZZg is a proper subclass of OZZF (as defined by [3, p. 1291, except here x LO). Note that if F is the antiderivative off, then f E ZZZF xJ,x (2 implies FEZ(ZZ*)F. We do not attempt to characterize ZZZ: or Z(ZZ )F. Lemma 3 in Section 3, however, provides sufficient conditions for membership in these classes and Lemma 4 demonstrates that such functions are necessarily smoother away from zero than at zero. The following special case has a major role in our theory. DEFINITION 2. We say FE QVZ if FE RVZ, O< E < 1, and FEZ(ZZ~)~.. Note that iff= F' exists on (0, co), it is not necessarily regularly varying as a consequence of FE Q Vz. This requires an additional Tauberian condition on f, such as monotonicity (see also [3, p. 421) .
We can now state an alternative to the theorems of Pitman and Soni and Soni. No monotonicity is assumed and the results are valid for complex valued functions. Our theorems also have the advantage that they cover all cases and not just the case m = 0, 0 < a < 1. = T(m + CY + l)e""+"'"'* t-3c and lim f(-t)/F(l/t)=T(m+cr+l)eCi'"+"'"i2. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Note that the Tauberian condition used in Theorem 2, F@) E QVZ, ensures that F'"' is smoother at x#O than at x=0. When f has multiple singularities a similar result obtains, but uses more complicated side conditions (Theorem 3). For functions which do not vanish on (-co, 0), we have a corollary. This brings us to our main Abelian proposition, which is the (partial) converse to Theorem 1. Then lim It"f(t)/r(l/t)-r(l +cr)(E,+.t+(t)+E;:.E-(t))l =0 1-m and ,lirnm It-"j'(-t)/r(l/t)-~(l+cl)(E;~~~+(-t)+E,+.~-(-t))l =O.
Finding the functions gj so that (2.6) holds can conceivably be a problem. However, if the set of singularities has no accumulation points, the problem is eased somewhat. For example, suppose the singularities are ordered: xjPI <xj <xj+,. Choose gj(x) =f(x-x,) in a neighborhood of 0, then smoothly extend it so that it vanishes outside (xi -xi+ r + E, xj-xi-i-s) and so that gj-i and gj+l can also be obtained in the same fashion. Except for the gis corresponding to the intimum and supremum of the x;s, all the functions gj thus have finite support.
In the special case where the discontinuities off'"' are finite we have the following corollary. ,,tem It"+y(t)-a+(t,l =o.
THEOREM PROOFS
We start by providing two lemmas. The theorem and corollary proofs follow and the section is completed with two more lemmas about In: and I(n*)F. The first lemma is useful in evaluating limits. Since a converges in Cesaro mean, then a, = as/s, does also. Hence we may assume without any loss that s itself satisfies (3.1) and (3.2).
By Cline [S, Lemma 2.11 we may select to and K, such that for all v > 0 and t2to, (Is( + Itvs'(tv)l)/s(t) < K, max(vy+E, v"-'). Combining (3.4) and (3.5) and letting 6 be arbitrary small, we obtain the result. 1
We now prove the first theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. The theorem is an application of Lemma 2. By the assumption given, we may conclude 1 tI m -' (1 -e") f(t) is integrable. Thus (see, e.g., Kawata [S, p. 4381) I; has m continuous derivatives and for t > 0,
e-"'"( -itu)mf(tu) dv (3.6) co and F'"'(x -l/t) -F'"'(x) =-lT jy (1 -e'")(iu)-'e-"'"(
We may assume Is(t)1 > 0 for all r > 0. Define for t > 0 al(t) = ( -i)m+l eC'"'jl(t)/s(t) and u2(t) = i" + 'eixtf( -t)/s( t).
Then using (2.1) and Parseval's relation,
And similarly lim (Cesaro) a*(t) = imflD-{x}. f-cc (i) Since ~(u)ERV/"",-, and I?+"-' ll-ei"l is integrable for all YE (-m-1, -m), we have by Lemma 2 and (3.6)
=(-l)m+l e""+"+""/2D+{xj+e-""+"+""/2D_{x}
2r( 1 + a) sin(cc7r) 2 where the last equality is derived from Lemma 1. The other limit is likewise obtained using (3.7).
(ii) By (3.6) (3.7), and the definitions of CI, and a,,
Thus by Lemma 2 again,
A more delicate argument leads to Corollary 1 for the situation with simple discontinuities.
Proof of Corollary 1. By assumption (2.3), (2.1) holds with s(t)=tP+ and CI = 1. Hence I;'"' exists and is continuous so that (3.6) and (3.7) hold for all x. We first show that Fern) is differentiable from the right and from the left. It will then be clear that the corresponding right and left derivatives are themselves right and left continuous, respectively, with (2.4) holding.
If we define a, and a, as in the proof of Theorem 1, with s(t) = t-m-i, we have from (3.6) and (3.7) Likewise, the second integral converges:
To deal with the third integral, we first let With (3.15), (3.14) shows that right and left derivatives exist at every x:
From (3.12) we know that u-'a,(v;x) is uniformly integrable on (1, co).
We also have that b is bounded. It follows that U is continuous and the above right and left derivatives are themselves right and left continuous, respectively. By subtraction, (2.4) holds. 1
We now turn to the proofs of the Abelian theorems. Clearly, if CI = 0, the last expression is 1. For 0 < tl < 1, a careful integration by parts and Lemma 1 gives
By a similar argument, we have lim fJt)/F( l/t) = r( 1 + ~1) sin(cor/2). In case CI = 1, the argument is again similar but applied to second differences off rather than to second differences of F. 1 
